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A poem is a short literary work that is characterized by its form so singular. 

Since this is to celebrate or denounce a subject dear to your heart, it is 

better to devote to this single theme without spreading yourself too thinly. 

Love, pain, life etc are universal themes that we find very often in poetry. 

Just make the allegory of what inspires you, so your poem to gravitate 

around this simple word to become something sublime. Here, at Best Essay 

Forum, writers are enthusiast in producing your literature reviews, poem 

reviews and creative writing assignments with much attention and 

concentration. The papers such as literature reviews, poem reviews and 

creative writing assignments are originally written and do not contain any 

duplicate contain as Best Essay Forum knows your requirements. 

Set a lexical field 

Find this theme in question will allow you later to define a lexical field. That 

is all rhetoric terms related to it, as the words “ forest”, “ tree”, and “ 

flowers” if you write a poem about nature. You can already start by grouping 

the words with which you plan to do the rhyme. The fact of listing these 

many words will help you deal pretty verses and richness of your vocabulary 

will guide readers to understand what you have tried to illustrate through 

your poem. 

Attractive stanzas 

The stanza determines the length of the poem together to group together 

and the size of the stanza is mainly if the poem forms a homogeneous group 

of stanzas to the regular (same number of feet) or the choice to alternate the
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lengths stanza is assumed. The best-known being the sonnet consists of two 

quatrains (stanzas of four lines) and two triplets (three lines). 

Write beautiful verse 

The verse sets the pace in the stanza and is measured in number of syllables

when it comes to regular. We say it is monosyllabic up to 12 syllables, better 

known under the term of Alexandria. If this is your first poem, perhaps prefer

free verse, rhyming or not, as your inspiration. Then re-read your poem 

aloud to judge its musicality. 

Select prose 

Prose is the free form par excellence, devoid of rhyme; it neither has feet nor

gives importance to the length and number of stanzas. That said, you will 

still be creative for your stylistic and melody of your rhythm because these 

elements alone will judge your poetic art. 

Let your emotions 

To write a beautiful poem, let your heart speak! The poem is like a song that 

tells a story with sincerity and many emotions. Most interesting to reflect the

poet’s soul and it is for you to find the balance to sail your feelings and your 

writer’s soul. Remember, poetry is a chance to live simple words into real 

poetry. 
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